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Abstract 

The early Arabic novels emerged in 1867. Since the early-stage Arabic novels have been influenced by two factors; nostalgia, 
and fascination with west and submission to its hegemony. In the beginning of 20th century, some novels were characterized by the 
keen attention to the popular and cultural trend of Arabs such as the famous historical novels written by JurjīZaydān. The Arabic novel 
explored new avenues with the emergence of writers like Gibran Khalil Gibran, Amin Al-Raihānī, and Mikhail Naimy. In 1914, the 
novel “Zainab” written by Hussein Haykal was published which is considered by critics an important turning point in the trajectory of 
the Arabic novel. In the same period, the Arabic novel was overwhelmed by the western trends and parameters. The Arabic novel 
made the quantum leap and paradigm shift only in the sixties of the last century.  
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Introduction: It is believed that, in the western world, three centuries have passed over the rise of novel, and, in the Arab world, only 
one and half century has passed over the rise of this genre. When the novel came into existence, it was characterized by the properties 
of adaptation and borrowing the useful elements of other genres. Mahfouz describes novel with these words: “This genre is a 
connecting bridge between the fascination of human being with reality and his everlasting fondness for fantasy.”1 

 
In the contemporary Arabic literature, the genre of novel stands out with its outstanding characteristics. Over very short 

period of time, this modern literary genre expanded the mental horizon of readers. Thanks to this genre that peaked the interest of 
Arab readers and extensively increased their numbers. This genre was able to outpace the Arabic poetry. Naguib Mahfouz won noble 
prize in literature for his outstanding novels not for his contribution to poetry, and it is enough to prove that novel dominated the 
poetry. Moreover, the Arabic novelists at that time excelled their counterparts in Arabic poetry, and a large number of Arabic novels 
were diversely translated into the various languages of world. 

 
The term “Novel” is not a controversial or confusing one to make critics debate over its connotations. Such transparency is 

due to the coherence and intimate connection of novel with the art of storytelling which came into existence with the birth of 
humanity. Novel is an art that is in consonance with the plaintive condition and reality of human nature and a replica of ancient story 
telling art. In short, novel is a literary genre in the form of prose that gives a descriptive account of the glimpses and dimensions of 
multiple characters with a definite plot, setting, and time along with certain quantity and length. Novel is also defined as a literary 
genre more compatible to accommodate the clashing components and contravening expressions and voices with fluctuating properties 
as well as it accentuates the rapid changes of the contemporary age.  

 
Although the topic “Growth and development of novel in Arabic literature” turned clichéd and trite due to the excessive 

studies, dissertations, articles and debates over such topics, the brief account of the rise and development of novel in Arabic literature 
is of crucial importance for the readers interested in such topics. In this article, I will succinctly discuss the rise and development of 
the Arabic novel.  

 
Rise of the Arabic Novel:  

It has been more than 130 years over the emergence of first Arabic novel in the modern age. Even in Europe, the novel did 
not evolve and developed within the specific period, rather it ran parallelly with the growth and the changes of society. Some 
historians of literature hold that there is an intimate connection between the rise of novel in Europe in middle age and the works 
translated at that time from Arabic, and they draw this conclusion from the similarity between the style of prose in the stories of knight 
riders, adventures and the fantasies and that of ancient Arabic fictions and stories. Arabic novel blossomed in the aftermath of cultural 
and civilizational clashes and amalgamations.  

 
The first Arabic novel emerged in the last third of 19th century. Since its beginning, the Arabic novel has been under the 

influence of two factors; nostalgia and the intense longing for going back to past, and the fascination with west and submission to its 
overwhelming influence.  
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The critic Mustafa Abdul Ghani is of the view that, in the Arab world, the rise of novel is connected with two factors: “First 
factor is that the influence of Egypt and Lebanon is equal to that of west and the second factor is that the art of novel, in its rise, is 
closely connected with the rise and development of Arab nationalism trend, and this factor overshadows all other factors.”2 

 
Novels written since the beginning of 1867 till the opening of 20th century were a mixture of decorative and elegant rhymed 

prose of Maqāmah and immoral elements of western novels. Novels written in this time period were replete with absurdity, 
superstitions, and unsurmountable emotions and fantasies.  

 
Novels like “Majma’ul Bahrain” (the confluence of the two oceans) “As-Sāq Alas Sāq” (leg over leg) “Al-

HuyāmFīJinānishShām” (love in the gardens of Syria) authored by Al-Yāzjī, Ashidyāq, and Albustānī respectively are replete with 
rhymes, sermons, geographic and medical science along with adventures and weird elements.3 

 
Such condition continued to remain inherent to the Arabic novel till the intellectual development and the drastic change of 

social relations. The above-mentioned notion is further consolidated by the words of Idrīs who was one of the prominent critics. He 
says: “We observe that the novel in Lebanon and Egypt was initially written on the pattern of Maqāmah. Nāsīf Al-Yāzjī, and Ahmad 
Fāris Ash-Shidyāq followed the writing style of Harīrī and Hamzānī in Maqāmāh.”4 

 
Generally, Egyptian and Arabic novel blossomed in late nineties with the rise of bourgeois and the early transition to the 

capitalism. Since its inception, Arabic novel is primarily concerned with the assertion of national identity and to make it consolidated 
against the western colonization. That’s why we find that the early structure of the Arabic novel covers diverse literary characteristics 
and properties of past especially the style of narration, folk stories, heroic anecdotes and historical events, and Maqāmah. It does not 
mean that the early novels were not addressing the social, economic, national, and cultural issues. In his book “Nash’atunNaqdAr-
Riwā’īFilAdab Al-ArabiAl-Hadīth”, dr. AlīShalish has described 250 Arabic novels written between 1870 and 1914 AD. When we 
reflect on these novels, it becomes apparently clear that the most of these novels were inspired by the ancient Arab heritage and 
borrowed its constructive elements from the classical Arabic genre like Maqāmah as we find it in the works of AlīMubārak, Al-
Muwailihī, and Hafiz Ibrahim.  

 
In the later age, the novels started torevive some historical names and figures to enthuse the readers with bravery, courage, 

and heroic characteristics and remind them of the glorious past to fill them with strength to face the oppressive powers.  
 
Since, the translated novels were mostly of degraded quality, this demeaning aspect adversely affected the structure and the 

growth of the Arabic novel. Translators distorted the text with their intrusion, and added and omitted many things as per their whims 
or to make the source text compatible with the cultural essence of target text. They often showcased their culture in the translation to 
draw the comparison and quoted the couplets of ancient Arabic poetry to draw a comparison between the poetic lines and the context 
of the novel. All such intrusions were in such a way as if they were the intrinsic part of the original work.5 

 
In the early years of 20th century, many novels were published. Some of them were characterized by the popular trend, and 

some others borrowed their elements from history. Writers in this period were influenced by the French revolution and the modern 
idea of world and history.  

 
The Arabic novel scaled new heights with the contributions of writers like FarihUntūn, JurjīZaidān, Khalil Gibran, Amin Ar-

Raihānī, and Mikha'ilNu'ayma. 
 

The development of the Arabic novel 
In 1914, the novel “Zainab” authored by Haikal was published. This novel is conceived a quantum leap in the development of 

the Arabic novel, for it accommodates all the artistic features and qualities. It was published in a time when there was an intellectual 
uprising among the Arabic writers who were keenly interested in writing novels and stories and translating them as well. In 
universities, the intellectuals had feisty debates over literary genres and diverse topics in search of new ideas to bring about change. In 
this period, there emerged many prominent writers like Lutfī As-Sayyid, AlīAbdurRazzāq, MansūrFahmī, Tāhā Hussein, and Taufiq 
Al-Hakim.  

 
In this period, the novel became a permanent self-reliant literary genre, for it sifted out all the thematic and linguistic 

loopholes, drawbacks, and ambiguities, and it became diverse in all terms. Egypt had far reaching impact on the development of the 
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Arabic novel for its diverse scope of journalism and the intellectual churning. Egyptian novels were the quintessential models for 
writers to follow and emulate.  

The Arabic novel explored new scopes and was characterized by the outshining features when Naguib Mahfouz emerged as 
an extraordinary writer. The contribution of Naguib Mahfouz to the development of the modern Arabic novel is unprecedented. After 
his early efforts to write down the novel on the history of Egypt he came to realize the flaws and pathetic conditions of social life, and 
he shifted his attention from historical novels to the depiction of social issues and problems in his works. He brought about the drastic 
changes in literary productions. He diversely extended the horizons of novel and portrayed the real social problems in highly elegant 
language, mesmerizing writing style, eloquent expressions, and lucid and uncomplicated dictions. His writings are mirrors to reflect 
the subtle details and nuances of society and the world around him. He vividly portrayed the pains and sorrows of people in his 
realistic novels. In a nutshell, he laid down the real foundation stones of the Arabic novel.  

 
Modern Arabic Novel after the defeat of 1967 

The Arabic novel entered the crucial stage of the development in sixties, more precisely, after the defeat in six days war in 
1967. Naguib Mahfouz had already introduced a wide scope of novel for the generation novelists. Thus, he was able to lay down the 
foundation of Arabic novel, and due to his contributions, the Arabic novel ushered in its modern phase.  

 
When we dive deep into the topics of novel written in the early stage, we come to know that the romanticism dominated the 

Arabic novel. The romantic novels in this stage had two trajectories; the social trajectory and the historical trajectory. The novels of 
first category borrowed their elements from the society in which the writer lived as we come across such elements in the novels 
written by Haikal, Al-Māzinī, Taufiq Al-Hakim, Mahmoud Taimūr, Tāhā Hussein, and Abbas Al-Aqqād. The second category of 
novels obtained their themes and constituent components from history as we find the in the works of JurjīZaidān, FarīdAbūHadīd, 
AlīBākathīr, Alī Al-Jārim, Naguib Mahfouz, and Abdul Hamīd.6 

 
However, the prevalent circumstances of the Arab world made the Arabic novel change its trajectory from romanticism to 

realism. In this stage, many prominent writers emerged and widened the horizons of the Arabic novel with their outstanding literary 
productions. The most prominent among them are Naguib Mahfouz, Yusuf Idris, Hina Mina, Tayeb Saleh, Abdur Rahman Munif, 
Abdul Karim Nāsīf, and Abdur Rahman Ash-Sahrqāwī.  

 
The realism continued to dominate the Arabic novel from 1944 till the six days war in June 1967. Following the Defeat in 

1967, apart from novels, the political prose and poems, symbolic stories, convincing dramas, war movies emerged as new influential 
phenomena. However, novel was still the most dominant and effective phenomenon. After 1967, the Arabic novel entered the era of 
new realism and continued to explore the latest issues and the modernistic dimensions. It depicted the laymen in streets, peasants in 
the farms, and workers in the industry, and exposed the real faces of the so-called champions of equality, liberty, and human dignity.  

 
The conclusion 

Through this brief study it is evident that the Arabic novel blossomed in conventional fashion, and it continued to develop 
since the last third of 19th century until it entered the modern phase. The prominent Arabic writers continued to opened up the new 
horizon and introduce the innovative features into the Arabic novel till it entered the broader scope of new realism. In the 
contemporary age, the Arabic novel embraces the modernistic thoughts and ideologies, portrays the ordinary people, orients the 
society to the right direction, raises the issues of poor and underprivileged section of the society, speaks out against the injustice and 
tyranny, and unmasks the sinister and deceiving agents disguised as the champions of egalitarianism, liberty, and human dignity. 
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